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Executive Summary
MISSION: Provide gender-neutral clothing as well as “gendered” clothing in a broad
spectrum of sizing.
ANDRO, a gender-neutral clothing website, provides merchandise for both men and
women that offers a broad spectrum of sizing – sizing that caters particularly to
shoppers who desire to shop outside of biologically-assigned clothing categories. While
any man or woman may shop at this site, our most typical users are people who wear
clothing that is more gender-neutral or clothing that may be typically found in the
opposite gender!s category. Currently, there is a lack of gender-neutral clothing in both
physical and online stores and those who try to shop for clothing made for the opposite
gender are often unable to find clothing that fits. The site will provide a shopping
environment that successfully caters to shoppers who desire to shop outside of
biologically-assigned clothing categories and simplifies clothing search, making it easy
for users to find what they are looking for.
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Initial Concept Discussion

!

•

The original concept was a clothing line designed specifically as a line of
masculine clothing cut to female anatomy. To increase the targeted market, we
decided to expand this concept to include both masculine and feminine clothing
cut to the opposite anatomies, as well as gender-neutral clothing.

•

Early on, we envisioned a way to graphically present genderless clothing
categories: a large home page graphic of a genderless figure, with parts of the
body hyperlinked to categories of clothing (clicking the upper body area leads to
“Tops,” etc).

•

We acknowledged our largest conceptual obstacle: creating a new taxonomy that
defied traditional, gender-based clothing taxonomies yet did not preclude a lucid,
intuitive shopping experience for the user.
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User Research
Literature
Product Relevance
In “The New Androgyny”, Orecklin (2004) discusses the new fashion trends of spring
2005 lines, specifically focusing on the blazing colors and butterfly and flower printed
shirts and jeans that have appeared in the latest menswear. As Orecklin (2004) states,
“Such men, who have emerged as a notable force in the past year, cannot necessarily
be characterized as gay or straight, nor can they be written off as dandies….And in
perhaps the biggest shift, they are shopping by themselves, not with a wife, girlfriend or
partners loitering outside the dressing room to offer an appraisal.” The fashions
acknowledged that just as women appreciation wearing well-made, chic clothing for
themselves, so do men.
Gender neutral clothing could be considered a global trend. Conway-Smith (2007) and
Yue (2011) both look at the gender-neutral trends that have become popular in China.
Conway-Smith (2007) mentions that the trend where girls are trying to dress like boys
and boys are looking a little “girlie” is known as “neutral style” in China. Both ConwaySmith (2007) and Yue (2004) attribute this trend to androgynous music artists. While
this type of gender-neutral fashion might seem like a new shift in fashion, it could be
viewed as a return to older practices. Palmer (2010) and Maglaty (2011) both discuss
the history of gender-neutral clothing prior to the early 20 century, such as, boys
wearing dresses until ages 6 or 7 and then wearing pants once they ascended to
manhood.
th

Information Architecture – Vocabulary, Taxonomy
Ebrahimi (2009) discusses language & sexism and states that the female sex is often
the “unseen sex”. According to Ebrahimi (2009) sexist language brings to “light the fact
that there are several language uses in accordance with the term gender”. Where
gender can be attributed to a set of social, behavioral, functional, and attitudinal
dissimilarities attributed to either men or women, sex refers to biological and genital
dissimilarities (Ebrahimi, 2009). Kabba (2011) discusses how language has developed
to reflect male dominance and can often exclude women. Kabba (2011) argues that
gender-neutral language can be used as a tool for precision and clarity; often omitting
redundancies and producing shorter sentences.
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Field Research
Physical Stores - Three Case Studies
Target:
Target, for the most part, is not surprising in its categorization and sizing conventions.
Women!s and Men!s sections are clearly marked and separated. The Women!s section
is quite a bit larger than the Men!s, and has several marked categories in addition to the
“Women!s” umbrella category -- Activewear, Intimate Apparel, Maternity, Sportswear.
In the Women!s section, the most common colors are purple, light blue, green, and pink.
In the Men!s section, the most common colors are black, brown, grey, forest green,
blue, and red. I was surprised to find two bright pink articles of clothing in the Men!s
section -- a t-shirt and a hooded sweatshirt. Providing a wider spectrum of colors for
both genders is an important part of ANDRO!s goals. I also noticed a few items,
including hats and licensed graphic t-shirts (Star Wars, Led Zeppelin, etc.) that are only
available in the Men!s section that do not seem to be exclusively masculine. This is
another example of clothing conventions that are transcended in ANDRO!s offerings.
Ross:
Ross adheres to convention much in the same way as Target. The labeling at Ross is
quite extensive and even confusing at times. The Women!s section is divided into three
categories -- Ladies, Juniors, and Womens World. After some investigation, I was
unable to ascertain what exactly “Womens World” signifies, and how it differs from the
Ladies and Juniors sections. In addition to these subcategories, each type of clothing is
labeled (ex. Men!s Pants, Women!s Wovens).
American Apparel:
American Apparel defies clothing conventions in several ways. It offers a wider
spectrum of sizing (albeit wider on the small end of sizing) -- XXS - XL. In many cases,
items are advertised as gender neutral. A small, two-sided card is clipped onto the
clothing rack: one side pictures a male modeling the clothing item while the other side
pictures a female modeling the same clothing item.
Although American Apparel carries quite a bit of gender-neutral clothing, it is by no
means exclusively gender-neutral. Items that are conventionally gendered, such as
skirts and tights, are advertised for a specific, single gender. ANDRO improves upon
the foundation for gender neutrality in clothing that American Apparel has erected.
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Online Stores
Old Navy, Levi, Calvin Klein, Macy!s and JCPenny are examples of stores that sell
clothing for both sexes and divide their selections into Men and Women. Within these
selections there are gender-neutral categories such as Activewear, Jeans, Outerwear,
Sweaters, Tops, Bottoms.
JCPenny provides an example of grouping clothing by size, however, they are still
separated between male and female categories. Macy!s provides clients with the
opportunity to shop by body type, but this is only available to for female clothing.

Clothing Taxonomies
Common Structures:
Men
Shirts
Long-Sleeve
Short-Sleeve
Dress
Casual
Tees/Polos
Short-Sleeve
Long-Sleeve
Sweaters
Pants/Shorts
Cargo
Slim
Pleated
Denim
Outerwear
Jackets
Vests
Suits
Swimwear
Sleepwear

Women
Shirts/Tops
Blouses
Short-Sleeve
Long-Sleeve
!
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Sleeveless
Casual
Tees/Knits
Tanks
Camis
Dresses/Skirts
Maxis
Prints
Solid
Strapless
Sweaters
Pants
Casual
Dress
Leggings
Capri
Knit
Outerwear
Jackets
Vests
Swimwear
Two-Piece
Single
Sleepwear
Pajamas
Nightgowns
Camisoles
Less Common Structures:
Men
Tops
Shirts
Tees
Sweaters
Bottoms
Shorts
Jeans
Pants
Outerwear
Jackets
Underwear
Boxers
Boxer-Briefs
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Trunks
Swimwear
Women
Tops
Tanks
Camis
Tees
Shirts
Sweaters
Bottoms
Jeans
Pants
Shorts
Dresses/Skirts
Underwear
Bras
Panties
Swimwear
One Piece
Two Piece
Most categorization utilizes a hierarchical taxonomy. Other common division of the
clothing is usually done according to size, color, fabric and patterns. The level of detail
varies by online stores.

Online Survey Results: Audience Demographics
Survey: 13 questions, 44 respondents
Please see Index – Online Survey for questions and raw data.
The results of the online survey do well to solidify what we have suspected: that there is
indeed a market for gender-neutral clothing, as well as gendered clothing cut to the
anatomies of both sexes. For example, nearly 66% of respondents chose “Yes” when
asked if they had ever shopped in the opposite gender category (question 4: please
refer to Index – Online Survey for a 95% Confidence Interval of this statistic). An even
more encouraging result came from the inquiry (question 6) of whether the respondent
would shop in the opposite gender category more often if this clothing were cut to their
anatomy – 83% responded either “Yes” or “Maybe” (45% “Yes,” 38% “Maybe”). In the
same question, one respondent clarified her answer by stating “OMG yes. I would wear
it exclusively.”
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Another question we have asked ourselves is whether these individuals who desire this
type of clothing will provide us with enough business to sustain this e-commerce
venture. 75% (33 of 44 respondents) claim to spend at least $25 per month on clothing,
while 16% of these respondents spend over $50 per month on clothing (question 12).
Since this result is not the most encouraging for our financial success, fostering an
ongoing relationship with these consumers will be a priority in order to bolster our
chance of success. With the majority of our respondents (61%) between the ages of 25
and 34 (question 7), as well as 38% affirming that their occupation influences their
clothing choices (question 8), it seems logical to target this particular audience!s needs
and desires. A clothing line consisting of hip, casual clothing (five respondents explicitly
mentioned “comfort” as the inspiration for their style of dress [question 10]) as well as
clothing catering to the needs of young professionals is what ANDRO will provide.
A final, poignant bit of evidence of the need for a gender-neutral/gender-bending
clothing line such as ANDRO is evident in the results of the following question: “Do you
identify with the stereotypical view of your gender (male=masculine, female=feminine)?”
(question 9). 30% of respondents answered “No,” while 45% of respondents answered
“Sometimes.” It is odd that existing clothing stores do not already cater more
extensively to this population, but this is obviously a great opportunity for ANDRO to
provide this style of clothing in light of the apparent lack.

Interviews: Audience Insights
Please see Index – Interviews for questions, raw data and commonalities matrix.
Insights obtained and discussed below are based off of 8 interviews (6 females, 2
males) ranging from age 21-31.
Most of our participants stated that they had difficulty when finding clothing that fit. The
most common article of clothing that caused this difficulty was jeans. Participants stated
that problem areas with this article of clothing usually involved the thighs, hips, rear or a
combination of the three. It was also indicated that more accurate sizes with regards to
waist and length would be welcomed along with half sizes.
Participants preferred to shop at a variety of clothing stores and mainly at the physical
stores due to the need to try the fit of the clothing. The participants also indicated that
there was sometimes a desire to purchase opposite gender clothing, but were usually
hindered due to fit. Common reasons for shopping in the opposite gender involved
colors, patterns and sometimes style.
Participants! descriptions of their style varied, yet many were descriptive based off
occasion, such as casual and athletic. Five of our participants also indicated that their
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occupations influenced their clothing choices. Other factors that either influence or
inspired our participant!s styles were comfort, friends, colors and patterns.

The Card Sort: Finalizing our Taxonomy
Participants: 8
Cards: 16
Please see Index - Card Sort for cards and raw data.
In order to finalize our categorization taxonomy, we conducted a card sort using Optimal
Workshop, an online usability service. Before conducting this card sort, we were unsure
of how to categorize and present the clothing at ANDRO in a way that defied convention
(Men's and Women's categories) yet was still intuitive to the user. We were resolved to
categorize the clothing based on where it is worn on the body, as opposed to
categorizing it by which gender it is "meant" to be worn by (thus creating a genderneutral taxonomy). This led us to a couple of intuitive terms for most of the items we
would offer – "Tops" for t-shirts, polos, blouses, etc, and "Bottoms" for pants, jeans,
skirts, etc. However, we could not decide on a term that sounded natural and intuitive
for items that fall outside of either of these categories – dresses, rompers, overalls, etc.
Five of eight participants created a "Bottoms" category for the following cards: jeans,
leggings, pants, shorts, skilts. Several participants had trouble ascertaining the
meaning of "skilts" (this term was created as a gender-neutral alternative to skirts; it is a
portmanteau of "skirts" and "kilts"), so we have decided to keep the "skirt" term in order
to facilitate usability. Five participants also created a "Tops" category for the following
cards: blazers, jackets, polos, shirts, sweaters, tanks, tees, vests. These two results
confirmed our initial intention of creating "Tops" and "Bottoms" categories. Although
there was less of a consensus on a term for the items that lie outside of these two
categories, the most common category suggested (by three of eight participants) was
"Full Body." Since the remainder of the participants suggested mostly ridiculous
("everythingz") or counterintuitive ("Tops+Bottoms") categories for these items, we
decided to move forward with "Full Body," since this was the only category name on
which the users converged.
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Architectural Strategy
Results Consolidation
Informed by our research, we moved forward with the categorization scheme of Tops,
Bottoms and Full Body. We created a blueprint and site map based on this scheme,
along with several other aspects that we considered necessary or helpful:
•
•
•
•

Blog
Help
Sizing Information
About Us

We discussed several other aspects that, in the end, did not get developed. We found
that these aspects fell outside of the scope of this project, and that it would behoove us
to focus on perfecting the implementation of our new taxonomy. These include:
•
•
•

New Arrivals/Sale
User Accounts and User Reviews
Creation of a gender-neutral sizing scheme based on users entering their
measurements and fit preferences

Metaphor Exploration
The most common usage of metaphor in existing online clothing sites is the shopping
cart:

(amazon.com)
Given the ubiquity (and thus proven usability) of the shopping cart metaphor, we have
decided to use this metaphor in ANDRO.
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Blueprint
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Site Map
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Design
We consulted a graphic designer to create an original logo for ANDRO. The designer
created a number of options from which we chose our favorite:

(all designs by Julie Maalouf)

As a group, we chose design #6. We used this logo to create a color scheme for
ANDRO as well.
!
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Wireframes
Based on the Suburbia theme for WordPress (see screen shot below), we created
wireframes for the Home page, Shop page, Tops, Bottoms, and Full Body pages,
product pages, Help page, Blog page, Sizing Information page and About Us page.
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Home Page

Home > Shop
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Home > Shop > Tops

Home > Shop > Tops > Product
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Home > Bottoms

Home > Full Body
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Home > Sizing Information

Home > Blog
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Home > About Us

Home > Help
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Sketch
This sketch was made the first day of project discussion, and it reflects our original
intention for the home page graphic:
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Technological Implementation
We originally intended to use WordPress for the technological implementation of
ANDRO, but this did not work out for a variety of reasons. The most pressing issue was
the lack of control we had over the installation of our theme and plug-in onto the iSchool
blog space. Because we had no control over this process, and because it was taking so
long, it became apparent that we would have to go an entirely different route. Joel
developed a hard-coded version, and we moved forward with user testing using this
version. This experience taught us a valuable lesson: the importance of a viable backup
plan. No matter how confident you feel in your plan, there are unforeseen
circumstances that can completely derail that plan. Below is our original implementation
proposal, which is telling in its over-confidence and lack of alternate options:
We will utilize WordPress to build ANDRO. While there are many Content Management
Systems available that cater specifically to e-commerce websites, WordPress has developed
numerous tools and plug-ins in order to facilitate the success of e-commerce sites built utilizing
their platform. According to Brian Casel of www.mashable.com, WordPress has developed in a
way that takes its platform far beyond the days of being used primarily for blogs:
“If you!re selling products online, you need to take a serious look at WordPress as your
platform for ecommerce. Third party shopping cart plugins for WordPress are not so new
anymore. They!ve been slowly developing and evolving within the WordPress
community for years. Today, ecommerce on WordPress is ready for prime time.”
In addition to the encouraging words from outsiders, WordPress offers a number of perks that
solidified our decision to utilize it for ANDRO. It offers many frameworks and plugins designed
specifically for e-commerce. It offers the WordPress Codex, the online manual for WordPress,
which includes everything from troubleshooting resources (including support forums) to plugindevelopment resources.
With a variety of options for hosting ANDRO (each of us with an iSchool space as well as two of
us with additional spaces), deciding on a suitable CMS is a big step toward realizing ANDRO.
Since we have the most experience with WordPress, and because it offers numerous ecommerce options, we will not hesitate to utilize it for ANDRO.
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Thankfully, despite our lack of foresight, a backup plan was soon set in motion, and we
had a first iteration with which to begin testing:
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Tools Utilized
1. TextWrangler – Text editor used to write XHTML, CSS, JavaScript & PHP code
for webpages
2. Fetch – File transfer client for Mac OS used to upload files to server
3. Sequel Pro – Database management application for Mac OS used to create and
manage MySQL databases
4. MySQL – Database management system used to store product information and
accessed by the website through PHP script
5. Excel – Spreadsheet application used to create website blueprint
6. Mockingbird – Online tool used to create website wireframes
7. Safari & Firefox – Browsers used to view rendering of code online
8. GIMP – Open source image editing software used to create & edit test visuals
and some final visuals
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User Testing and Iteration
User Testing, Round 1
Tests conducted: 6
Please See Index – User Testing, Round 1 for complete results
Tasks:
1. Navigate to tops and limit the selection to only t-shirts.
2. Navigate back to the home page, then navigate to tops, sort by price, choose the
least expensive item, select your size, and add item to your shopping cart.
3. Find out what kind of clothing company ANDRO is.
4. Find information about sizing at ANDRO.
5. Find ANDRO's social media icons.
6. Navigate to the ANDRO blog.
7. What is ANDRO's return policy?
Questions asked after completion of tasks:
What is your favorite thing about the site?
What is your least favorite thing about the site?
Any thoughts on the design?
Findings:
1. 3 users had a little apprehension in ascertaining the location of the filter.
2. 2 users had trouble finding “Tops,” one clicked the graphic on the home page (which
doesn!t lead anywhere)– removed the hyperlink on this graphic.
3. 3 users complained of the inconsistent fonts throughout the site.
4. 5 users had trouble finding the return policy.
Favorite things: the logo, the concept, the cleanness/simplicity
Least favorite things: inconsistent fonts, background color

Changes made:
1. We removed the hyperlink associated with the home page graphic. We realized that
the wording of the first task was the reason for the confusion regarding “Tops.” We
should have instructed the user to first begin “shopping,” and not expect them to know
where to find “Tops.”
!
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2. We standardized the font throughout the site.
3. We changed the taxonomy of the section that contains the return policy from “Help”
to “Customer Service.” We consulted several existing clothing sites to decide on this
term. We also made the Return Policy within this section more conspicuous by
removing it from the FAQ list and placing it in its own section.
Before:
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After:
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4. We changed the wording of the filter from “Product Filter Options” to “Filter By:”, and
increased the font size in order to make it more conspicuous on the page.
Before:
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After:
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We added new graphics to the Home page and Shop page:
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User Testing, Round 2
Tests conducted: 5
Please See Index - User Testing Round 2 for complete results
Tasks:
1. Navigate to the Shop page, then select Tops. Limit the selection to only t-shirts.
2. Navigate back the home page, then navigate back to tops. Filter by price, then add
the least expensive item to your shopping cart.
3. What is ANDRO!s return policy?
Questions asked after completion of tasks:
What is your favorite thing about the site?
What is your least favorite thing about the site?
Any comments on the design?
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Change made based on findings:
1. Added link to sizing information to each product page.
Before:
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After:
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When either “Men!s sizing chart” or Women!s sizing chart” is clicked, a popup appears
(which keeps the user in the purchasing pipeline instead of sending them to the Sizing
Information page, thus increasing chances of an actual purchase):

Notable comments:
“It doesn!t specify gender? Oh wait, that!s the point. I actually really like a site where I
can choose a shirt and then pick my gender and size.”
“Several websites have the Contact Info under About Us (I!ve been trained that way).
Kinda surprised to see it under Customer Service, but it does make sense there.”
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Final Design Validation,
Commentary & Critique
What We Accomplished:
We have created an online space that is a realization of what seemed, at the onset, an
abstract and nebulous concept. We set out to create a space in which to eschew
traditional, gender-based clothing presentation, and we managed to do exactly this in a
systematic, research and testing-informed way. More precisely (and less abstractly),
we created an online clothing site that presents clothing within a genderless
categorization and taxonomy yet is still intuitive to the user. This was the largest
obstacle that we knew we would face from the beginning – turning traditional clothing
categorization on its head while maintaining an intuitive, easily navigable architecture.
As detailed throughout this report, there have been hiccups, obstacles, and ideas we
have had to abandon. Nevertheless, we are confident in the efficacy of our final product
– we strongly believe that if this were the real world, and ANDRO were a fully
functioning online clothing vendor, it would successfully serve the needs of our targeted
audience.

Room for Improvement (had we more time and/or resources)
•

•

•

Mobile Application: we envisioned that our original idea for the home page
graphic (a genderless individual, with parts of the body hyperlinked to lead to
Tops, Bottoms, and Full Body) would have fit quite well within the context of a
mobile application.
Customizable sizing: in order to accommodate individuals whose anatomies did
not fall into either Men!s or Women!s sizing, we wanted to offer a “Custom Sizing”
option. This did not happen for a variety of reasons (difficulty deciding on a
completely genderless sizing structure, price points, etc), but it is definitely
something that fits within the intended mission of ANDRO.
Checkout process: because this site is hand-coded, a real, functioning checkout
mechanism is not something that we are able to develop. Had WordPress
worked out for us, we would have utilized an e-commerce plug-in in order to offer
this functionality.

Lessons Learned
•

!

Do not base your entire architecture and design intentions on a particular system
before you know it will work! Although the issues that arose with WordPress
were largely beyond our control, it would have behooved us to have a viable Plan
B (beforehand).
#'!

•
•

User testing is very effective in identifying navigation/taxonomy issues that we
could not have foreseen ourselves.
Friends who are graphic designers (and willing to offer pro bono services) are
invaluable, especially in the context of a project that benefits from aesthetic
appeal (granted, all online spaces benefit from aesthetic appeal, but it is
especially important at a clothing site that is attempting to convey/sell hip
fashion).!

Validation Results
DOCTYPE tested: XHTML-Transitional
5 pages tested
index.html
, 8 nesting errors: creates navigation bar “full bar” link effect
shop.html
– 8 nesting errors (navigation bar)
tops.php
, 8 nesting errors (navigation bar)
, 10 “alt” text errors
tops_product.php
, 8 nesting errors; (navigation bar)
, 1 “alt” text error
help.html
, 8 nesting errors (navigation bar)
, 26 nesting errors for hide/display effect
, 12 invalid attribute errors for hide/display field id being a digit instead of a
letter
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Schedule
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Index
Online Survey
1. On a scale of 1-10 (1 being most difficult, 10 being least difficult), how often do you
have difficulty finding clothing that fits you the way you want it to?

2. How do you prefer to shop for clothing?

3. What clothing store(s) do you shop at most often?

4. Have you ever shopped in the opposite gender category?
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Since this particular measurement is especially salient (it shows what percent of this
sample population will be interested in the ANDRO concept, and ultimately purchase the
products), I computed a confidence interval based on this sample using the R console:
> prop.test(44*.66, 44, conf.level=0.95)
1-sample proportions test with continuity correction
data: 44 * 0.66 out of 44, null probability 0.5
X-squared = 3.8883, df = 1, p-value = 0.04862
alternative hypothesis: true p is not equal to 0.5
95 percent confidence interval:
0.5008988 0.7914146
sample estimates:
p
0.66
This computation shows that we can be 95% sure that within the general population, the
proportion of people who would answer “Yes” to this question is between ~50% and
~79%.

5. If yes, how often?
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6. Would you shop for opposite gender!s clothing more often if it were cut to your
anatomy?

7. How do you describe your style?

8. Does your occupation influence your clothing choices?
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9. Do you identify with the stereotypical view of your gender (male = masculine, female
= feminine)?

10. What inspires your style of dress?
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11. What are your favorite clothing brands?

12. On average, how much do you spend on clothing each month?
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13. What is your age?

Interviews
1. A: too tight/loose
caved to skinny jeans
tops often too tight
B: difficult to find jeans no half sizes
too short/long legs
tops are fine
C: hips not big enough for pants “I can!t find jeans that fit”
need between sizes
D: fairly often
pants that fit normal sized human/”have tiny torso but have boobs and butt”
E: little trouble
F: everytime I shop/difficulty finding jeans
Ass larger than waist/find jeans that fit ass/waist too loose
G: 95% of the time
“cut isn!t flattering”
huge range of differences-between-my-body-shape-and-the-shape-of-theclothing-item
H: not much difficulty
Do have trouble finding pants/jeans that fit butt/thighs
Shirts and dresses are too big, shoulders too broad
2. A: like shop physically/make sure things fit
If online reads reviews that tell me how items fit
American apparel: medium is like a small
Shoes easier to shop for online
B: rather go into store than take stuff back
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Sometimes tailor to fit right
Doesn!t like to spend too much time in store/easiest route to get there
C: prefer online, but go to store to try things on
D: physical store
Online hasn!t worked out
Would like more exact measurements/size charts for female clothes
Perhaps waist/length for pants similar to men!s
Don!t know measurements “Honestly my bra size might not even be right”
E: no particular preference: depends on interests
F: depends on item- shoes mostly online, jeans in store most items prefer in
store
G: physical store; except for shoes and boots
H: physical stores
3. A: Target, Gap, Old Navy, Urban Oufitters
B: Dillard!s, Nordstrom, Banana Republic, Goodwill
C: Loft, Ann Taylor, Express, Target; mostly instore; Loft online for deals
D: Old Navy, Target; mostly price point/ cuteness
E: A&F, American Eagle, Kenneth Cole, Banana Republic, Express,
F: Nordstrom!s, Urban Outfitters, Zara!s, Forever 21
G: Community Center (free bin), Buffalo Exchange, other used clothing,
American Eagle, Express, Gap, Target, Nordstrom, White House Black Market
(all dependent on occasion)
H: Goodwill, Buffalo Exchange, various online shoe stores
4/5:

A: thought about it for shirts/but never found anything that fit right
Men!s clothing too big/hangs down too low or doesn!t fit boobs
B: no, but if was thinner/taller/sleeker and could fit into women!s clothing would
maybe buy
Sometimes see shirts and think “that!s awesome” then realize it was for girls
Colors: I have no problem wearing pink/purple or looking like “an easter egg. I!ll
rock a pink long sleeve shirt”
C: no, cause guys clothing doesn!t fit well “my girlfriend though does”
D: yes, for sports stuff. Soccer cleats, shorts & socks. They fit better. Reg clothes
no.
E: no, but believes women!s jeans have more appealing and flattering fit
Doesn!t like the looseness/bagginess prevalent in masculine clothing
F: “I don!t think I have”
G: Yes. 60% of time for everyday clothes; 10% for fancy work/event clothes
H: no. don!t like crotches on men!s pants. “I!m a tiny little lady” so most of the
stuff doesn!t fit, unless its! little boys clothes

6. A: yeah. I really like guy!s t-shirts. They have much better graphic t-shirts than
they do for girls
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B: Yes. For shirts. I have a pink French cuff shirt that I love (guy!s shirt) but feel
that stuff like that is hard to find sometimes. Maybe not much now, more shirts
now come in more feminine colors/prints
C: probably not. Women/Men clothing differs. “I like the style of women!s
clothing”
D: yeah. Prob casual t-shirts and jeans.
E: (seemed ambivalent at first then said) No.
F: “Probably. I!d probably buy flannel shirts right now though. But male jeans
don!t fit me at all. I have giant hips so.”
G: Yes.
H: Yes.
7. A: low maintenance. Mixture of bohemian and military. I like army boots/jackets
but like looser tops
B: mix different styles depending on situations. Eclectic.
C: casual
D: different styles depending on what I!m doing. Athletic, preppy, bohemian.
Occasion dictates
E: Casual, young professional, student
F: “outdoor-earth-chic. (laughter) I dunno. Casual?”
G: Casual, messy, colorful. About two years behind the trends. Very particular
about shoes/boots
H: Sexy, Unique, Classy with a touch of grungy
8. A: No. I!m a writer, I can wear whatever I want
B: No.
C: Yes. “I try to buy clothing that can be worn for both” business casual
D: Yes
E: Yes. Very much. Wants to fit in, but not stand out, while retaining own tastes
F: No. “I wear scrubs to work”
G: Yes.
H: yes. “I wouldn!t wear so many skirts, if I didn!t have to look fancy for my job”
9. A: <with regards to fashion> mixture of both
B: I think so.
C: No. “being a lesbian I don!t feel very feminine even though I!m pretty “girlie”.
But don!t feel masculine so somewhere in between.
D: Yes & no. Inbetween. “I can be really sporty & get dirty but if occasion dictates
I!ll dress to the 9!s”
E: Yes. Enjoys exuding the more masculine features/styles because he
anticipates this will attract females and garnish approval from peers
F: <with regards to fashion> “I feel like I dress somewhat in the middle. I can be
super feminine, but I prefer jeans over a skirt any day. Probably more masculine
than some, more feminine than others.”
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G: No.
H: No.
10. A: Comfort and friends
B: Music
C: friends, current trends, sales, work, comfort
D: “whatever catches my eyes”
“I like bright colors”
I would love if clothing was initially categorized by colors
E: no real inspiration/ closest thing was “favorite colors”
F: [pop] media/pininterest etc
G: ease, comfort, colors/shapes
H: whatever I feel like in the moment. Love unique patterns/colors
11. A: All Saints (like steampunk style brand) and most brands from Urban Outfitters
B: Polo, burberry, banana republic, diesel
C: Ann taylor, Loft, Express
D: not really a brand person
F: Free People, OTBT shoes. Sparkle & Fade, Kimchi Blue from Urban Outfitters
F: American Eagle and Guess for jeans. All over the board for other stuff
G: Anthropology, Keep (for shoes)
E: Kenneth Cole, Express, Banana Republic
12. A: ~50
B: ~50
C: ~150 w/ accessories; ~80 w/o
D: ~10-15 w/o, ~50 w accessories
E: ~0-200
F: ~50
G: ~0-200
H: ~5
13/14. A: 28/Female
B: 30/Male
C: 31/Female
D: 26/Female
E: 21/Male
F: 22/Female
G: 31/Female
H: 24/Female
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Interview Commonalities
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Card Sort
All images from www.optimalworkshop.com.
Cards:
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Categories:

Similarity Matrix:
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The similarity matrix shows how many participants agree with each pair combination of
cards. For each possible pairing of two cards in the survey, a count is provided at the
corresponding point in the matrix. The count describes how many times the two cards
were placed in the same category by all participants. Optimal Workshop!s algorithm
attempts to cluster similar cards along the right edge of the matrix.

Standardization Grid:

The standardization grid shows the distribution of cards across the standardized
categories you have defined. Each table cell shows the number of times a card was
sorted into the corresponding standardized category.
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User Testing, Round 1
Navigate to tops and limit the selection to only t-shirts.
User 1: "I don't really like having to filter when I can already see all the items" suggested
breaking down items on tops page with images instead of using filter.
User 2: had trouble finding the filter at first, but did eventually.
User 3: !Does it say tops or what?" Clicks !New Arrivals" graphic. Clicks !Shop."
Filtered selection.
User 4: Navigated to top of page. Clicks !New Arrivals" graphic. Clicks !Shop." Filtered
selection.
User 5: Easily got there, filtered selection.
User 6: Easily got there, filtered selection.
2. Navigate back to the home page, then navigate to tops, sort by price, and add the
cheapest to your shopping cart.
User 1: No issues, though felt clicking on the item and not having the opportunity to
choose "men's" or "women's" was a little different, but understood why this was the
case.
User 2: found pricing sorting much easier after already knowing where filter was.
User 3: Easily filtered Lowest -> Highest. !Sizing is intuitive."
User 4: Easily filtered Lowest -> Highest. Added to cart without choosing a size.
Returned to product page, chose a size, added to cart.
User 5: Easily filtered Lowest -> Highest. !What is this p> doing here?"
User 6: Easily filtered Lowest -> Highest. !Maybe the filter should be horizontal above
the products."
3. Find out what kind of clothing company ANDRO is.
No users had problems finding this.
4. Find information about sizing at ANDRO.
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No users had no problems finding this, though User 1 said text was small and seemed
to be a large break between title and content.
5. Find ANDRO's social media icons.
No users had problems finding these.
6. Navigate to the ANDRO blog. #
No users had problem finding this.
7. What is ANDRO's return policy?
User 1: "If it's going to say frequently asked questions then I would label it FAQs. I don't
want to have to click to read the answers, would rather just scroll. Maybe just say 'what
is ANDRO's return policy' instead of 'what if I'm not satisfied with my order'."
User 2: found pretty easily
User 3: Clicked !About Us," then clicked !Help." !You should be more obvious about
where this is located."
User 4: Hesitated before clicking !Help." !You should change Help to
Shipping/Returns."
User 5: Clicked !Help," then did not see the return policy within the FAQ. Clicked
around more. !You should put shipping details on each product page."
User 6: Hesitated before clicking !Help." !You should be more forward in the wording.
Put the return policy above the FAQ."
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User Testing, Round 2
User 1:
Task 1: It was easy. One thing I've seen on other sites is that when I select an item I
don't have to actually press filter for it to filter.
Task 2: I liked that one.
Task 3: Found it. Though sometimes it's at the bottom and I like that.
This site is pretty straightforward. Easy to get what I'm looking for. Like how length is a
filter.
It doesn't specify gender, oh wait, that's the point. I actually really like a site where I can
choose a shirt and then pick my gender and size.
User 2:
Task 1: That was pretty easy.
Task 2: A little more confusing just because more steps.
Task 3: Went to About Us first. I thought about going to customer service, but then
thought About Us.
I love the logo. Only thing that confused me was About Us/ Customer Service, maybe if
Customer Service was above About Us it would make more sense.
User 3:
Observations by task:
1. Immediately clicked SHOP, then TOPS, quickly found filter used to find t-shirts
2. From last task, clicked on the HOME tab (rather than logo). Clicked SHOP, filtered
lowest to highest, clicked on the product image (as opposed to text) selected a size and
clicked Add to Cart.
3. After task was given, participant said "Well I'm gonna go to Customer Service for
that". Was surprised to find it so prominently displayed, but really liked that it was. "They
usually hide that information from you" "You have to hunt for it"
---------1. Favorite thing: Return Policy straightforwardly displayed
2. Least Favorite: No real complaints
3. Thoughts:
- Seems to have a familiar feel to clothing sites
- looks nice
- "several websites have the Contact Info under About Us ("been trained that way")
kinda surprised to see it under Customer Service, but does make sense there"
- Footer text is too small (honestly expected that area to contain some form of ad)
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User 4:
1. Immediately clicked SHOP, then TOPS, quickly found filter used to find t-shirts
2. No problems completing this task, but suggested we add a sizing information link to
each product page. “What is this p>? A glitch?”
3. No problems completing this task.
Favorite thing: “Home page definitely piques curiosity”
Least favorite thing: “Nothing should be below the fold on the home page. The colors
looked washed out; you need another highlight color.”
User 5:
1. Immediately clicked SHOP, then TOPS, quickly found filter used to find t-shirts.
2. No problems completing this task.
3. No problems completing this task.
Favorite thing: the graphics and aesthetic
Least favorite thing: “Perhaps put a small blurb on the home page describing what this
site is about.”
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URL of Live Site
http://andro.thisfracturedworld.com
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